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(2) Concept of Operations. All inbound personnel to MCRD/ERR PI will
be assigned a sponsor. Outbound personnel in receipt of PCS orders who would 
like to request a sponsor may utilize enclosure (1). 

b. Tasks

(a) Commanding Officers

1. Commanding Officers will assign and forward to the I&R,R
of the Personal Services Branch, Marine Corps Community Services (MCCS) the 
name of an officer or Staff Noncornmissioned Officer (SNCO} who will act as 
the Unit Sponsorship Coordinator (USC). It is recommended, but not required, 
that the Marine assigned be from the unit's S-1. The USC will manage the 
unit's sponsorship responsibilities as outlined by this Order and act as a 
point of contact for I&R,R. 

2. Appoint a USC in writing, preferably S-1, Administrative
Chief, or Adjutant, sample letter provided in enclosure (2). Additionally, 
ensure the USC's contact information is given to the installation's I&R,R and 
the unit Family Readiness Officer (FRO). The USC appointment is a collateral 
duty. 

(bl Unit Sponsorship Coordinator (USC) 

1. Ensure sponsors take the online e-sponsorship training
available at httP://myhub.militaryonesource.mil and receive a training 
completion certificate. Additionally, the USC will ensure each sponsor 
completes the sponsorship training prior to performing sponsorship duties. 

2. Ensure a sufficient number of Marines attend and complete
the sponsorship training in order for the command to maintain an adequate 
pool of trained sponsors. 

3. The USC will maintain a current list of trained sponsors.

4. The USC will ensure Marines assigned as sponsors are
afforded adequate time and support to discharge their duties as sponsors. 

5. The USC's will take precautions to ensure that Marines
assigned as sponsors are not on temporary additional duty orders, 
anticipating orders, or on leave during the estimated time the incoming 
Marine will arrive. Should a situation of this nature occur subsequent to 
appointment, the USC will immediately assign a new sponsor. 

�- Upon notification of an inbound Marine, provide I&R,R the 
name of a sponsor of the same grade and marital status, if available. 

7. The USC will utilize enclosures (3) through (6) in the
administration of their command's sponsorship program. 

le) Installation Personnel Administrative Center (IPAC). Assist 
USC with any question pertaining to PCS entitlements. 

(d) Assistant Chief of Staff, Manpower and Human Resources (G-1).
Upon notification of an inbound officer, G-1 will assign the officer to a 
command aboard MCRD/ERR PI and notify the command to which assigned, the name 
and 

1-1 Enclosure (1) 
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